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Abstract

Recently, driven by a large number of datasets,001
the field of natural language processing(NLP)002
has developed rapidly. However, the lack of003
large-scale and high-quality Chinese datasets004
is still a critical bottleneck for further research005
on automatic text summarization. To close006
this gap, we searched Chinese news websites007
of domestic and abroad media, designed the008
algorithm HSS(hidden topic, semantic, and009
syntactic) to crawl and filter these records to010
construct NEWSFARM. NEWSFARM is the011
largest highest quality Chinese long news sum-012
marization corpus, containing more than 200K013
Chinese long news and summaries written by014
professional editors or authors, which are all015
released to the public. Based on the corpus,016
we calculated the static metrics and designed017
many experiments with the baseline models.018
By comparing with the common datasets, the019
experiment results show that the high quality020
of our dataset and training effect of the mod-021
els, which not only demonstrates the useful-022
ness and challenges of the proposed corpus023
for automatic text summarization but also pro-024
vides a benchmark for further research.025

1 Introduction026

Automatic text summarization is one of the central027

problems in Natural Language Processing(NLP),028

posing two aspects challenges mainly about un-029

derstanding and generation. After years of deep030

learning development, the quality of models has031

significantly improved, especially in some data-032

driven models, such as sequence-to-sequence ar-033

chitecture(Nallapati et al., 2016b; Rush et al.,034

2015; See et al., 2017a), transfomer(Vaswani et al.,035

2017), bert(Devlin et al., 2018), bart(Lewis et al.,036

2019), GPT-3(Brown et al., 2020), Presumm(Liu037

and Lapata, 2019), MatchSum(Zhong et al., 2020),038

PanGu(Zeng et al., 2021), etc. However, the lack039

of large-scale and high-quality Chinese datasets040

for model training leads to the superiority of these041

models cannot being fully demonstrated, which 042

greatly limits the further development of Chinese 043

automatic summarization. In a sense, pre-training 044

models, which have become popular in recent 045

years, are designed to overcome the lack of spe- 046

cific datasets for specific NLP tasks(Xu et al., 047

2021). Numerous NLP tasks were unified into one 048

type of task, the existing datasets were used to 049

train the model, and then the pre-training model 050

was transferred to specific tasks by fine-tuning. 051

The fine-tuning process also requires a large num- 052

ber of task-specific datasets. In the automatic sum- 053

marization task, the annotated data consists of the 054

summary and source text. The summary serves as 055

the label of the data. On the premise of the same 056

summary quality, the length of the source text can 057

improve the quality of the trained model to some 058

extent. Therefore, the longer the text, the harder it 059

is to get a good summary. 060

Current dataset work has made some progress, 061

but there are the following problems. Insufficient 062

amount of data in the dataset. Data cleaning algo- 063

rithms are too simple to get high-quality data. The 064

effect of the models can not be fully demonstrated 065

with these data. 066

To tackle these problems, we checked Chi- 067

nese news websites of domestic and abroad me- 068

dia. More than 200K Chinese long news <arti- 069

cle,summary> pair were crawled. Afterward, the 070

crawled data was cleaned with HSS and a high- 071

quality dataset was obtained. 072

The contributions are as follows: 073

(1)NEWSFARM is the largest highest qual- 074

ity Chinese corpus for long news summarization, 075

up to now. To a certain extent, it makes up for the 076

lack of Chinese datasets in the field of automatic 077

summarization. (2)We design a comprehensive 078

data filtering algorithm HSS based on hidden 079

topics, semantic similarity, and syntactic sim- 080

ilarity, which can help improve the quality of 081

datasets. (3)The whole dataset is divided into 082
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three parts: training, verification, and test set. We083

compare the static metrics of common datasets,084

the superiority of NEWSFARM is demonstrated085

with these detailed metrics. (4)We designed many086

experiments based on the baseline models and087

calculated all kinds of metrics’ scores. The results088

of the evaluation proved the utility and challenges089

of this dataset.090

2 Related work091

2.1 Common datesets092

According to the advances in research, the English093

summarization datasets are superior to the Chinese094

in both quality and quantity.095

English summarization datasets such as096

short summaries Gigaword(Napoles et al.,097

2012), Newsroom(Grusky et al., 2018). Long098

text CNN/DM(Hermann et al., 2015; Nalla-099

pati et al., 2017; See et al., 2017b), multi-100

document DUC2004(Harman and Over, 2004),101

TAC2011(Giannakopoulos et al., 2011), Multi-102

News(Fabbri et al., 2019), WCEP(Ghalandari103

et al., 2020), dialogue summarization cor-104

pus(Gliwa et al., 2019), patent documents(Sharma105

et al., 2019), scientifific papers(Cohan et al., 2018;106

Yasunaga et al., 2019), bills(Kornilova and Eidel-107

man, 2019), Crowdsourcing(Falke and Gurevych,108

2017), besides there are XSUM(Narayan et al.,109

2018), MDSWriter(Meyer et al., 2016), TALK-110

SUMM(Lev et al., 2019), etc.111

Chinese summarization datasets have the large-112

scale Chinese short text summarization dataset113

LCSTS(Hu et al., 2015), the Chinese long text ex-114

tractive summarization dataset CLES(Chen et al.,115

2021), the sports game summarization dataset116

SPORTSSUM(Huang et al., 2020), the long Chi-117

nese summarization of police inquiry record118

dataset LCSPIRT(Xi et al., 2020), and a Chinese119

e-commerce product summarization dataset(Yuan120

et al., 2020).121

Minority language summarization dataset only122

have INDOSUM(Kurniawan and Louvan, 2018).123

The neural Cross-Lingual summarization124

dataset have NCLS(Zhu et al., 2019).125

2.2 Construction method and research126

At present, there are mainly four methods to con-127

struct text summarization datasets:128

(1)Find the appropriate text source, directly129

crawl these records and clean it up. The130

CNN/DM(Hermann et al., 2015) directly collect131

93K articles from the CNN and 220K articles from 132

the Daily Mail websites with summaries. The Gi- 133

gaword(Napoles et al., 2012) corpus collect 9.5 134

million news articles from the New York Times. 135

The BigPatent(Sharma et al., 2019) through Big- 136

Query to obtain 1.3 million US patent documents 137

and abstract summaries of human writing. The 138

Billsum(Kornilova and Eidelman, 2019) comes 139

from two sources: the US bill and the Califor- 140

nia bill. The INDOSUMU(Kurniawan and Lou- 141

van, 2018) use a dataset provided by Shortir, an 142

Indonesian news aggregator and summarizer com- 143

pany. Multi-news(Fabbri et al., 2019) is composed 144

of news articles and artificial summaries of those 145

articles from Newser.com. Newsroom(Grusky 146

et al., 2018) uses social media and search engine 147

metadata to collect short news and summaries. 148

XSUM(Narayan et al., 2018) is built by collect- 149

ing BBC articles and accompanying one-sentence 150

summaries. CLES(Chen et al., 2021) extract the 151

<article,summary> pairs from the Chinese Sina 152

Weibo. Besides, using existing datasets of con- 153

versation documents and create similar datasets by 154

linguists(Cohan et al., 2018), using the 1000 most 155

cited papers from the American Civil Liberties 156

Union Anatology Network(AAN)(Radev et al., 157

2009), and their citation information to create 158

dataset(Yasunaga et al., 2019). 159

(2) Find some data sources, select some of them 160

as seeds, and then get more data through some pro- 161

cessing. The LCSTS(Hu et al., 2015) collects 50 162

very popular organization users as seeds, capturing 163

the aggregator followed by these seed users, and 164

using manually written rules to filter them, then 165

use selected users and text crawlers to capture their 166

micro-blogs. 167

(3)Crowdsourcing method, using the internet in 168

the form of questions to obtain the dataset. An 169

improved crowdsourcing approach is used to build 170

the dataset(Falke and Gurevych, 2017). 171

(4)Some special ways. Following the NLP and 172

ML conferences, 1,716 video interviews from the 173

ACLU, ACLU, EMNLP, Sigdal, and ICML were 174

analyzed, the videos were downloaded, and voice 175

data were extracted to construct dataset(Lev et al., 176

2019). The MDSwriter system proposed by the 177

writer to construct the dataset(Meyer et al., 2016). 178

3 Dataset 179

NEWSFARM construction processes for this pa- 180

per is as follows: 181
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Step1:Target selection.182

Step2:Crawl data.183

Step3:Data filtering.184

Step4:Forming the final dataset.185

The specific processes is shown in Figure 1.186

3.1 Data collection187

To build a high-quality dataset, we must choose188

some high-quality data source that contains arti-189

ficial summaries, which should cover news from190

various fields. We checked news websites of do-191

mestic and abroad media. After extensive screen-192

ing, we select some websites that meet the require-193

ments, such as the United Nations News Network,194

China Daily website, etc. Designed a crawler pro-195

gram(Zhang et al., 2018), which can filter out the196

noise in the page, such as advertisements, pictures,197

etc, to automatically extract effective information198

from the websites. After simple processing, the199

preliminary dataset is obtained.200

3.2 Filter algorithm201

The preliminary dataset is filtered in two aspects:202

format and content.203

3.2.1 Format filter204

We define short summaries as those with less than205

45 words and short news as those with less than206

600 words.207

Step1:Error format filtering. Traverse all the208

collected records. If a summary or news body is209

missing from the record pair, delete this record.210

Step2:Short summaries filtering. Traverse all211

the collected summaries records. If the summary212

words are less than 45, delete the record pair.213

Step3:Short news filtering. Traverse all the col-214

lected news body records. If the news words are215

less than 600, delete the record pair.216

After format filtering, the average length of sum-217

mary in our dataset is 87 words and the average218

length of an article is 1048 words.219

3.2.2 Content filter220

To further improve the quality of the dataset, we221

need to strictly detect the matching degree be-222

tween the summary and the article, and filter out223

those records that do not match between the sum-224

mary and article.225

There are many ways to calculate text similarity,226

some are based on the theme of the texts, some are227

based on the semantics of the texts, and some are228

based on the structure of the texts. In the task of229

text summarization, the summary is a short text 230

and the original is a long text, which brings great 231

difficulty to the calculation of text similarity. To 232

calculate text similarity from any single point of 233

topics, semantics, and structure will miss informa- 234

tion. 235

On this issue, we propose a comprehensive algo- 236

rithm HSS to calculate the text similarity of differ- 237

ent lengths based on the hidden text topic(Gong 238

et al., 2018) and the short text similarity with 239

semantic and syntactic information(Yang et al., 240

2021). The hidden text topic ignores the impact 241

of word ambiguity and the semantic information 242

contained in the structure of the text. The short 243

text similarity with semantic and syntactic infor- 244

mation(Yang et al., 2021) complements the former 245

approach. We compare the HSS score with the 246

threshold value and filter out the records below the 247

threshold. Here we only describe the idea of this 248

method. Please refer to Appendix A for specific 249

algorithms. 250

(1)The hidden text topic: 251

Step1:The preprocessing module tokenizes arti- 252

cles and removes stop words and prepositions. 253

Step2:Topic generation from articles, the word 254

vectors in a article are W = {w1, w2, ..., wn}, and 255

the hidden topic vectors of the article are H = 256

{h1, h2, ..., hn}. We define the reconstructed word 257

vector w̃i for the word wi as the optimal linear ap- 258

proximation given by topic vectors. The goal is to 259

find the optimal H∗ so as to minimize the recon- 260

struction error E for the whole article. The detailed 261

introduction is in Appendix A. 262

Step3:Topic mapping to summary. We have ex- 263

tracted K topic vectors {h∗k}k=1
k from the article 264

matrix W. Suppose the vectors of the words in a 265

summary are S = {s1, s2, ..., sm}. 266

Let s̃kj be the reconstruction of the summary 267

word sj given by one topic h∗k. The r(h∗k, sj) is 268

the relevance between a topic vector h∗k and sum- 269

mary word sj . It is defined as the cosine similarity 270

between s̃kj and sj 271

Therefore, the topic_sim = r(W,S) as the rel- 272

evance between the article W and the summary S, 273

and r(W,S) is the sum of topic-summary relevance 274

weighted by the importance of the topic. The de- 275

tailed introduction is in Appendix A. 276

Step4:The higher r(W,S)(topic_sim) is, the 277

better the summary matches the article. 278

(2)The text similarity with semantic and syn- 279

tactic information: 280
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Figure 1: NEWSFARM construction processes

Measuring the text similarity based on seman-281

tic.282

Definition 1(Term). A term t is a word or a mul-283

tiword expression(MWE).284

Definition 2(Instance). An instance e is a con-285

crete object.286

Definition 3(Concept). A concept c is defined287

as a general and abstract description of a set of288

instances.289

a.Semantic similarity between terms:290

The term similarity calculation can be roughly291

divided into the corpus based method and292

knowledge-based method. Both types of methods293

have shortcomings, so we combine the two meth-294

ods to get a better solution.295

First, in the corpus based method, we use se-296

mantic composition to obtain semantic vectors of297

terms. Given a term t and the semantic vector298

of each word in t, the semantic vector of t can299

be calculated by Vt =
∑K

k=1 Vwk
∗ SIF (wk).300

Where K stands for the number of words, SIF is301

the smooth inverse frequency based on the atten-302

tion mechanism. The similarity of terms is com-303

puted using the two semantic vectors Rc(t1, t2) =304

(Vt1 ∗Vt2)/(|Vt1 | ∗ |Vt2 |) The detailed introduction305

is in Appendix A.306

Second, the similarity of terms based on knowl-307

edge is obtained by Probase(Wu et al., 2012)308

and calculated based on the two concept vectors.309

Rk(t1, t2) = (It1 ∗ It2)/(|It1 | ∗ |It2 |). The large-310

scale knowledge base Probase(Wu et al., 2012),311

which is a probabilistic semantic network that con-312

tains millions of concepts and instances. The It1 313

and It2 is the concept vector. The detailed intro- 314

duction is in Appendix A. 315

Finally, a linear method is adopted to fuse Rc 316

and Rk, R = α ∗ Rk + (1− α) ∗ Rc. Where α is 317

a tuning parameter. Since Rc plays a subordinate 318

role in term similarity, α should be a value greater 319

than 0.5. The detailed introduction is in Appendix 320

A. 321

b.Semantic similarity of texts: 322

Step1:Text segmentation. We split the text into 323

set of terms. 324

Step2:Part of speech judgment. For the terms 325

set after segmentation, we need to determine the 326

POS of each term in the current context. Stanford 327

CoreNLP is used to determine the POS of each 328

term. We use the method in(Li et al., 2017) to 329

further distinguish the type of terms(concept or in- 330

stance). The detailed introduction is in Appendix 331

A. 332

Step3:Conceptualization of term. With the help 333

of Probase(Wu et al., 2012), we can easily obtain 334

concepts of instances. However, in natural lan- 335

guage, instances are often ambiguous, it has at 336

least two completely unrelated concepts. For am- 337

biguous terms, we need to select appropriate con- 338

textual terms to eliminate ambiguity. Based on the 339

context selection and assigned weights, the con- 340

cept with the maximum score is considered the 341

meaning of the target word in the current context. 342

The detailed introduction is in Appendix A. 343

Step4:Semantic vector of texts. After the above 344
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three parts, we have constructed the semantic vec-345

tor. Using the semantic vector of the article346

and summary, the similarity score of the <arti-347

cle,summary> pair is obtained by using the simi-348

larity calculation formula(semantic_sim). The de-349

tailed introduction is in Appendix A.350

c.Syntactic similarity of texts:351

The above semantic similarity calculation352

method of texts is simple and effective, but353

it ignores the impact of syntactic informa-354

tion. We compute the syntactic similarity of355

texts(syntactic_sim) based on a constituency parse356

tree(CPT). Here, we use term as the minimum se-357

mantic unit to construct the CPT of texts. The de-358

tailed introduction is in Appendix A.359

d.Overall text similarity based on the semantic360

and syntactic information:361

A linear method is adopted to fuse362

the semantic and syntactic information.363

sim(article, summary) = φ ∗ semantic_sim+364

(1 − φ) ∗ syntactic_sim, where φ is a tuning365

parameter. Since semantic_sim plays a subor-366

dinate role in text similarity, φ should be a value367

greater than 0.5. The detailed introduction is in368

Appendix A.369

(3)Overall<article,summary>pair similarity370

The linear method is adopted to fuse the371

topic, the semantic and syntactic information.372

sim(article, summary) = (1 − θ) ∗ [φ ∗373

semantic_sim+(1−φ) ∗ syntactic_sim] + θ ∗374

hiden_topic, where θ is a tuning parameter. Since375

hiden_topic plays a subordinate role in text sim-376

ilarity, θ should be a value greater than 0.5. The377

detailed introduction is in Appendix A.378

We compare the sim(article,summary) with the379

threshold value, and filter out the records below380

the threshold. Afterward, high-quality data was381

obtained for our dataset.382

3.3 Build the dataset383

After data collection and data filtering, we col-384

lect these records and finally construct the NEWS-385

FARM. An example of the dataset is shown in Ap-386

pendix B, Figure 1.387

4 Data analysis388

4.1 Data statistics389

The NEWSFARM contains a total of 200K pieces390

of data, each including a summary and a news391

story. We count the size of the corpus, the size392

of training, validation, and test set, the average393

document (source), and summary (target) length 394

(in terms of words and sentences). We compare it 395

with the common datasets, as detailed in Table 2. 396

According to the content of 2.1, the Chinese 397

summarization datasets have CLES(Chen 398

et al., 2021), LCSTS(Hu et al., 2015), 399

SPORTSSUM(Huang et al., 2020), LCSPIRT(Xi 400

et al., 2020), and a Chinese e-commerce product 401

summarization dataset(Yuan et al., 2020). The 402

LCSTS is a short text summarization dataset and 403

is not comparable to our dataset. Other Chinese 404

summarization datasets are quite different from 405

ours in both quality and quantity, so we chose 406

the best of them to compare. By comparing with 407

CLES(Chen et al., 2021), it can be seen that the 408

scale of our dataset is larger than CLES(Chen 409

et al., 2021), and it has advantages in the number 410

of sentences. Compared with CNN/DM(Hermann 411

et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2017; See et al., 412

2017b), our dataset has obvious advantages in 413

terms of document length and summary length. 414

In addition, our dataset covers a wider range of 415

fields than CLES(Chen et al., 2021), including the 416

world’s politics, economy, culture, tourism, and 417

other aspects. These metrics fully demonstrate the 418

superiority of our dataset. 419

4.2 Bound 420

LEAD-3:A common automatic summarization 421

strategy of online publications is to copy the first 422

sentence, first paragraph, or first K words of the 423

text and treat these as the summary. According 424

to the prior work(Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004), we 425

use the LEAD-3 baseline, in which the first three 426

sentences of the text are returned as the summary. 427

This part makes LEAD-3 can be competitive with 428

some state-of-art systems. 429

ORACLE:Given an article text A =< 430

a1, a1, ...an > consisting of a sequence of to- 431

kens ai and the corresponding article summary 432

S =< s1, s1, ...sm > consisting of tokens si, the 433

set of extractive fragments F(A,S)(Grusky et al., 434

2018)is the set of shared sequences of tokens in 435

A and S. We identify these extractive fragments 436

of an article-summary pair using a greedy process. 437

Oracle represents best possible performance of an 438

ideal extractive system. 439

We selected three different metrics(Lin and 440

Hovy, 2003), namely ROUGE-1 which measures 441

the overlap of unigrams, ROUGE-2 which mea- 442

sures the overlap of bi-grams, and ROUGE-L 443
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Datasets #docs(total/train/val/test)
avg.document length avg.summary length

words sentences words sentences
NEWSFARM 206,480/185,125/18,123/21,232 1,048.00 39.29 86.90 3.05
CLES 103,893/95,000/3,839/5,000 1,584 36.00 106.00 3.00
LCSTS 2,412,163/2,400,391/10,666/1,106 108.80 10.13 19 1.00
CNN/DM 312,085/287,227/13,368/11,490 687.09 31.66 48.49 3.73

Table 2: Comparison of summarization datasets with respect to overall corpus size, size of training, validation, and
test set, average document and summary length.(Statistical length is divided into sentence level and word level)

which measures the longest common subsequence.444

Use the two baseline models introduced above to445

compare the scores corresponding to the three met-446

rics on different datasets. If summaries generated447

by the above model achieve a high ROUGE score,448

it means that the dataset has a low level of abstrac-449

tion. The comparison results of NEWSFARM and450

other datasets are shown in Table 3.451

The LCSTS(Hu et al., 2015) is a short text sum-452

marization dataset and is not comparable to our453

dataset. By comparison with CLES(Chen et al.,454

2021), it can be seen that all metrics of our dataset455

in n-gram are higher than that of CLES. All the456

rouge scores in LEAD-3 and ORACLE are lower457

than CLES. These data demonstrate that the qual-458

ity of our dataset is superior to the CLES, espe-459

cially in terms of abstraction. Compared to the En-460

glish summarization dataset CNN/DM(Hermann461

et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2017; See et al.,462

2017b), our dataset is slightly inadequate, but not463

by much.464

5 Experiment465

In this part, we prove the quality of the dataset466

from three aspects:467

(1)Automatic evaluation. Demonstrate the high468

quality of our dataset by demonstrating the quality469

of the models trained by our dataset.470

(2)Human evaluation. Demonstrate the high471

quality of our dataset by showing the scores of the472

human evaluation metrics.473

(3)Experiment with out-of-domain data.474

Demonstrate the high quality of our dataset by475

demonstrating the actual effects of the model476

tested with additional data.477

First, we select twelve existing baseline mod-478

els which are frequently used, obtain the ROUGE479

scores of these models on CNN/DM(Hermann480

et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2017; See et al.,481

2017b) and NEWSFARM. After that, we evaluate482

the quality of the dataset by analyzing the ROUGE483

scores. 484

Second, we select five human evaluation met- 485

rics, such as fluency, coherence, consistency, in- 486

formativeness, and novelty to evaluate our dataset 487

by questionnaire. 488

Third, we design a set of experiments to com- 489

pare the effects of training the same model with 490

different datasets when using additional data for 491

testing. 492

5.1 Baseline 493

Twelve existing automatic text summarization 494

models of different categories were selected to 495

evaluate the datasets. 496

Among them, the extractive model include 497

LEAD-3, TextRank(Mihalcea and Tarau, 498

2004), MatchSum(Zhong et al., 2020) and 499

BertSumExt(Liu and Lapata, 2019). 500

The LEAD-3, which extracts several sentences 501

in front of the text paragraphs as the summary, and 502

the TextRank(Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) based on 503

the PageRank algorithm, which extracts several 504

sentences with the highest score as the summary. 505

The BertSumExt(Liu and Lapata, 2019), which 506

is based on bert(Devlin et al., 2018) pretraining 507

model and Oracle algorithm. MatchSum(Zhong 508

et al., 2020), which based on bert(Devlin et al., 509

2018) pretraining model and BertSumExt(Liu and 510

Lapata, 2019). 511

The abstractive model include seq2seq- 512

att (Chopra et al., 2016; Nallapati et al., 513

2016a), pointer-gen(See et al., 2017a), Pointer- 514

gen+cov(See et al., 2017a; Zeng et al., 2016), 515

Transformer(Vaswani et al., 2017), Bert- 516

SumAbs(Liu and Lapata, 2019) and Bert- 517

SumExtAbs(Liu and Lapata, 2019). 518

Seq2seq-att:A novel recurrent neural network 519

for the problem of abstractive sentence summariza- 520

tion. 521

Pointer-gen:Pointer-generator network(See 522

et al., 2017a) is a hybrid between seq2seq and a 523
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Datasets
% of novel n-grams in gold summary LEAD-3 ORACLE

unigrams bigrams trigrams 4-grams R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L
NEWSFARM 18.85 19.59 30.51 42.42 45.44 30.03 38.44 59.79 53.11 55.52
CLES 6.75 6.86 5.10 7.81 48.59 35.53 45.32 73.46 66.21 72.15
CNN/DM 16.89 54.06 72.28 80.33 40.34 17.70 36.57 55.12 30.55 51.24
NYTimes 22.64 55.59 71.93 80.16 31.85 15.86 23.75 52.08 31.59 46.72

Table 3: Corpus bias towards extractive methods in the NEWSFARM, CLES, CNN/DM and NY Times datasets.
We show the proportion of novel n-grams in gold summaries. We also report ROUGE scores for the LEAD-3 and
the extractive oracle baseline. Results are computed on the test set.

pointer network(Vinyals et al., 2015), as it allows524

both copying words via pointing, and generating525

words from a fixed vocabulary.526

Pointer-gen+cov:Coverage mechanism(Zeng527

et al., 2016) is added to Pointer-gen(See et al.,528

2017a).529

Transformer:This model has an encoder-530

decoder structure. The encoder is composed of531

a stack of N = 6 identical layers. Each layer532

has two sub-layers. The first is a multi-head self-533

attention mechanism and the second is a simple,534

position-wise fully connected feed-forward net-535

work. The decoder is also composed of a stack536

of N = 6 identical layers. In addition to the two537

sub-layers in each encoder layer, the decoder in-538

serts a third sub-layer, which performs multi-head539

attention over the output of the encoder stack.540

BertSumAbs and BertSumExtAbs:A new541

fine-tuning schedule based on bert(Devlin et al.,542

2018) pre-training model, which adopts different543

optimizers for the encoder and the decoder as a544

means of alleviating the mismatch between the545

two (the former is pre-training while the latter is546

not). This two-staged fine-tuning approach can547

further boost the quality of the generated sum-548

maries.549

5.2 Automatic Evaluation550

Using the baseline model mentioned in 5.1, we551

train the model on NEWSFARM, and CNN/DM552

respectively. The ROUGE score results obtained553

are shown in Table 4(extractive model) and Ta-554

ble 5(abstractive model), we can find that NEWS-555

FARMs scores, whether its ROUGE-1, ROUGE-556

2, or ROUGE-L are higher than CNN/DM in557

all abstractive baseline models. Especially, the558

Transformer(Vaswani et al., 2017) showed the559

greatest performance improvement. Compared560

to CNN/DM, NEWSFARM has produced better561

models, and this result is a testament to the quality562

of our dataset. In addition, our dataset also ob-563

tained better results on the extractive models. Due 564

to the characteristics of TextRank(Mihalcea and 565

Tarau, 2004) algorithm, its rouge score does not 566

have strong proof significance, so it is only used 567

as a comparison here. 568

The experimental results also showed that al- 569

though the Chinese pre-training model has devel- 570

oped in recent years, there is still a certain gap be- 571

tween it and English pre-training. We transferred 572

the original English pre-training baseline model to 573

Chinese pre-training and adjusted the parameters 574

repeatedly, but the results were even worse than 575

some traditional models without pre-training. This 576

indicates that Chinese pre-training still needs fur- 577

ther development, but it does not affect us to use 578

them as a baseline to prove the high quality of 579

our dataset. The scores of our dataset on mod- 580

els requiring pre-training also exceeded those of 581

CNN/DM, this is further evidence of the high qual- 582

ity of our dataset. Actual training effects on six ab- 583

stractive baseline models are shown in Appendix 584

B, Figure 2. 585

5.3 Human Evalution 586

There are five significant metrics in human evalua- 587

tion. 588

(1)Fluency: The summary is written smoothly 589

and there are no grammar mistakes. 590

(2)Coherence: Each sentence in the summary 591

needs to be connected organically and meaning- 592

fully. 593

(3)Consistency:The facts stated in the summary 594

should be consistent with the source text. 595

(4)Informativeness:The summary captures key 596

points from the source text. 597

(5)Novelty:Use as few sentences, phrases, and 598

words as possible from the source text in the sum- 599

mary. 600

In this part, the corresponding score was ob- 601

tained by questionnaire. The full score of each 602
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NEWSFARM CNN/DM
models Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L
LEAD3 45.44 30.03 38.44 40.42 17.62 36.67
oracle 59.79 53.11 55.52 52.59 17.62 36.67
TextRank 43.08 26.86 33.35 35.23 13.90 31.48
BertSumExt 47.74 35.62 43.24 43.23 20.24 39.63
MatchSum+bert 46.56 32.77 46.46 44.22 20.62 40.38

MatchSum+roberta 44.98 31.62 44.89 44.41 20.86 40.55

Table 4: ROUGE scores of extractive models on NEWSFARM, and non-anonymized version of the CNN/DM.

NEWSFARM CNN/DM
models Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L

Seq2seq-att 56.35 47.06 54.85 31.33 11.81 28.83
Pointer-gen 58.70 47.84 54.58 36.44 15.66 33.42
Pointer-gen+cov 56.37 44.44 51.49 39.53 17.28 36.38
Transformer 61.08 49.94 56.30 40.05 17.72 36.67
BertSumAbs 51.77 38.35 44.97 41.72 19.39 38.76
BertSumExtAbs 52.50 39.24 45.90 42.13 19.60 39.18

Table 5: ROUGE scores of abstractive models on NEWSFARM, and non-anonymized version of the CNN/DM.

OURS CLES CNN/DM
Fluency 4.62 4.36 4.56
Coherence 4.23 3.87 3.90
Consistency 4.36 3.89 3.72
Informativeness 4.26 3.86 3.96
Novelty 3.60 3.56 3.58

Table 6: Human evaluation on NEWSFARM, CLES,
and CNN/DM respectively.

metric is 5 points. The scoring standards and sam-603

ples of human evaluation metrics are shown in Ap-604

pendix B, Figure 3. Different groups of people605

were selected and the mean value was obtained606

according to the statistical results of the question-607

naire. The average score of the questionnaire sur-608

vey is shown in Table 5. Comparison results of dif-609

ferent metrics of different datasets, it can be found610

that NEWSFARM achieved high scores on all five611

metrics, which exceeded other datasets. These612

scores fully demonstrate the high quality of our613

dataset.614

5.4 Results on Out-of-domain Data615

To further demonstrate the superiority of the616

model trained by our dataset, we designed some617

experiments to test the effects when using ad-618

ditional data(some data which is not in NEWS-619

FARM). The results of the test are shown in Ap-620

pendix B, Figure 4. 621

The experiments show that the model trained 622

by our dataset has a good test effect on Out-of- 623

domain data, and a relatively ideal summary has 624

been obtained. 625

Through the above three aspects of experiments, 626

we can find that each experiment has achieved pos- 627

itive results, which fully proves the high quality of 628

our dataset from three aspects: the quality of the 629

model trained by datasets, the score of the human 630

evaluation indicators, and the actual effect of the 631

model trained by NEWSFARM. 632

6 Conclusion and future work 633

NEWSFARM is the largest highest quality Chi- 634

nese long news summarization dataset at present, 635

which contains long news and corresponding sum- 636

maries in various fields. The HSS algorithms help 637

improve the quality of our dataset. Moreover, data 638

analysis shows the scale of our dataset, and the 639

experiments fully demonstrate the quality of our 640

dataset. We hope that NEWSFARM can not only 641

accelerate the development of automatic text sum- 642

marization but also promote the formation of a 643

higher-quality summarization system to facilitate 644

our lives. 645

In the future, more and larger datasets of various 646

types need to be proposed to support larger and 647

larger models. 648
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A Appendix893

This part is a detailed introduction of HSS894

algorithm. HSS algorithm consists of three895

parts:the hidden text topic(hiden_topic), seman-896

tic similarity(semantic_sim) and syntactic similar-897

ity(syntactic_sim).898

The hidden text topic:899

Step1:The preprocessing module tokenizes arti-900

cles and removes stop words and prepositions.901

Step2:Topic generation from articles, the word902

vectors in a article are W = {w1, w2, ..., wn}, and903

the hidden topic vectors of the article are H =904

{h1, h2, ..., hn}. We define the reconstructed word905

vector w̃i for the word wi as the optimal linear ap-906

proximation given by topic vectors: w̃i = Hα̃i907

where:908

α̃i = argmin||wi − α̃i||22 (1)909

αi ∈ Rk

The reconstruction error E for the whole article is910

given by:911

E =
n∑

i=1

||wi − w̃i||22 (2)912

The goal is to find the optimal H∗ so as to mini- 913

mize the error E. H ∈ Rd∗k. 914

H∗ = argmin
n∑

i=1

min||wi −Hαi||22 (3) 915

With the orthonormal constraints, we simplify the 916

form of the reconstructed vector w̃i as: 917

w̃i = HHTwi (4) 918

Define Ek as the reconstruction error when we 919

only use topic vector h∗k to reconstruct the article: 920

Ek = ||W − h∗Tk W ||22 (5) 921

Now define ik as the importance of topic h∗k , 922

which measures the topics ability to reconstruct 923

the words in a article: ik = ||h∗Tk W ||22. We nor- 924

malize ik as ik so that the importance does not 925

scale with the norm of the word matrix W, and so 926

that the importances of the K topics sum to 1. 927

ik =
ik

(
∑k

j=1 ij)
(6) 928

The number of topics K is a hyperparameter in 929

model. 930

Step3:Topic mapping to summaries. We have 931

extracted K topic vectors {h∗k}k=1
k from the text 932

matrix W, whose importance is reflected by 933

{̂i∗k}k=1
k . This part, we measure the relevance of 934

a article-summary pair. Suppose the vectors of 935

the words in a summary are S = {s1, s2, ..., sm}. 936

Similar to the reconstruction of the article, the 937

summary can also be reconstructed from the arti- 938

cles topic vectors as shown in Eq.(4). Let s̃kj be 939

the reconstruction of the summary word sj given 940

by one topic h∗k. s̃kj = h∗kh
∗T
k Sj . The r(h∗k, sj) is 941

the relevance between a topic vector h∗k and sum- 942

mary word sj . It is defined as the cosine similarity 943

between s̃kj and sj : 944

r(h∗k, sj) =
ST
j s̃

k
j

||sj ||2 ∗ ||s̃kj ||2
(7) 945

Let r(h∗k, sj) be the relevance between a topic 946

vector and the summary, defined to be the average 947

similarity between the topic vector and the sum- 948

mary words: 949

r(h∗k, S) =
1

m

j=1∑
m

r(h∗k, sj) (8) 950
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Therefore, the r(W,S) as the relevance be-951

tween the text W and the summary S, and r(W,S)952

is the sum of topic-summary relevance weighted953

by the importance of the topic:954

r(W,S) =
k=1∑
K

ik ∗ r(h∗k, S) (9)955

Step4:The higher r(W,S) is, the better the sum-956

mary matches the article.957

Measuring the text similarity based on se-958

mantic959

Definition 1(Term). A term t is a word or a960

multiword expression(MWE).961

Definition 2(Instance). An instance e is a con-962

crete object.963

Definition 3(Concept). A concept c is defined964

as a general and abstract description of a set of965

instances.966

a.Semantic similarity between terms:the term967

similarity calculation can be roughly divided into968

a knowledge-based method and a corpus based969

method. Both types of methods have shortcom-970

ings, so we combine the two methods to get a bet-971

ter solution.972

First, the corpus based method. We use se-973

mantic composition to obtain semantic vectors of974

terms. Given a term t and the semantic vector of975

each word in t, the semantic vector of t can be cal-976

culated by Eq.(10).977

Vt =

K∑
k=1

Vwk
∗ SIF (wk) (10)978

Where K stands for the number of words, SIF is979

the smooth inverse frequency based on the atten-980

tion mechanism. The similarity of terms is com-981

puted using the two semantic vectors.982

Rc(t1, t2) =
(Vt1 ∗ Vt2)

(|Vt1 | ∗ |Vt2 |)
(11)983

Second, the similarity of terms based on knowl-984

edge is obtained by Probase and calculated based985

on the two concept vectors.986

Rk(t1, t2) =
(It1 ∗ It2)

(|It1 | ∗ |It2 |)
(12)987

The large-scale knowledge base Probase(Wu988

et al., 2012), which is a probabilistic semantic net-989

work that contains millions of concepts and in-990

stances. The It1 and It2 is the concept vector.991

A linear method is adopted to fuse Rc and Rk, 992

R = α ∗Rk + (1− α) ∗Rc (13) 993

Where α is a tuning parameter. Since Rc plays a 994

subordinate role in term similarity, α should be a 995

value greater than 0.5. 996

b.Semantic similarity between article and sum- 997

mary: 998

Step1:Text segmentation. Recently, the sim- 999

plest and most effective method for segmentation 1000

is dictionary-based matching. It is a greedy algo- 1001

rithm to match the longest length, which only op- 1002

timizes the local solution, not global optimization. 1003

We rely on a fact that the segmented terms should 1004

be semantically related. 1005

First, all possible segmentations are generated 1006

recursively. 1007

Second, terms that do not have segmentation 1008

ambiguity from all text segmentation cases are 1009

chosen. These terms are used as a reference to 1010

select the most related segmentation. 1011

Third, the semantic similarity between the seg- 1012

ment and each reference term is calculated, and 1013

the highest score is preserved. 1014

Finally, the segment with the maximum score is 1015

selected as the best segmentation. 1016

Step2:Part of speech judgment. For the terms 1017

set after segmentation, we need to determine the 1018

POS of each term in the current context. Stanford 1019

CoreNLP is used to determine the POS of each 1020

term. We use the method in(Li et al., 2017) to fur- 1021

ther distinguish the type of noun terms(concept or 1022

instance). 1023

Step3:Conceptualization of term. With the help 1024

of Probase(Wu et al., 2012), we can easily obtain 1025

concepts of instances. However, in natural lan- 1026

guage, instances are often ambiguous(’apple’ can 1027

stand for both fruit and company), it has at least 1028

two completely unrelated concepts. For ambigu- 1029

ous terms, we need to select appropriate contex- 1030

tual terms to eliminate ambiguity. 1031

All contextual terms are considered, and a prior- 1032

ity is assigned to each informative contextual term 1033

by a variant sigmoid function. 1034

weight(ti) = 1.5− 1

1 + e−x
(14) 1035

Where x represents the contextual distance, and 1036

the contextual distance refers to the number of 1037

terms between ti and the target instance. Based on 1038

the above context selection and assigned weights, 1039
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the concept with the maximum score is consid-1040

ered the meaning of the target word in the cur-1041

rent context({apple,pos}→{apple,pos,company},1042

the company is the concept information).1043

Step4:Semantic vector of texts. After the1044

above three parts, we have constructed the se-1045

mantic vector. Using the semantic vector of1046

the article and summary, the similarity score of1047

the<article, summary> pair is obtained by using1048

the similarity calculation formula(semantic_sim).1049

First, a matrix S is constructed based on the1050

number of terms in article of summary.1051

Second, the similarity of each term pair is com-1052

puted based on the Eq.(12).1053

Finally, we compute the sum of all values in S1054

and normalize it, obtaining the similarity score.1055

semantic_sim =
S(T1, T2)√

S(T1, T1) ∗ S(T2, T2)
(15)1056

1057

Where the T1 and T2 is terms set of the article1058

and summary. Each term in the term set is rep-1059

resented as a triple (term, POS, concept). The1060

semantic vector of S1 and S2 following(Li et al.,1061

2018).1062

First, based on T1 and T2, a joint term set T =1063

T1 ∪ T2is formed and each entry of the semantic1064

vector corresponds to a term in T.1065

Second, obtaining the value of the each entry1066

based on term similarity.1067

-If ti belongs to T1, the value is set to 1.1068

-If ti does not belong to T1, we calculate the1069

semantic similarity between ti and each term in T1.1070

In essence, the attention mechanism is added in1071

Eq.14.1072

Measuring the text similarity based on Syn-1073

tactic1074

The above semantic similarity calculation1075

method of texts is simple and effective, but it ig-1076

nores the impact of syntactic information. We1077

compute the syntactic similarity of texts based on1078

a constituency parse tree(CPT).1079

step1:Construct the CPT with terms as the min-1080

imum semantic unit.1081

step2:Compute the similarity of each node pair1082

based on rules.1083

PTK(T1, T2) =
∑

n1∈NT1

∑
n2∈NT2

△(n1, n2) (16)1084

Where T1 and T2 are the CPTs of S1 and S2,1085

NT1 and NT2 are the sets of nodes in T1 and T2,1086

and △(n1, n2) refers to the number of common 1087

fragments rooted at the n1 and n2 nodes which is 1088

the core of the tree kernel. 1089

We define △(n1, n2)(Moschitti, 2006) as fol- 1090

lows. 1091

△(n1, n2) = similarity(n1, n2), when 1092

n1, n2 ∈ leafnodes. 1093

△(n1, n2) =U(λ2 +
∑

p=1 lm△p(cn1, cn2)), 1094

when n1 == n2andn1, n2 ∈ non− leafnodes 1095

Otherwise,△(n1, n2) = 0 1096

Where u is the height of the tree and λ is the 1097

length of the child sequences, cn1 and cn2 are the 1098

ordered child sequences of n1 and n2, lm returns 1099

the minimum sequence length between cn1 and 1100

cn2, and △p evaluates the number of common sub- 1101

trees rooted in the subsequence of exactly p chil- 1102

dren. △p is a recursive function. 1103

△p(cn1, cn2) = △(a, b) ∗
∑
i=1

|n1|
∑
r=1

|n2|

λ|n1|+|n2|−i−r ∗ △(p− 1) ∗ (n1[1 : i], n2[1 : r])
(17) 1104

where n1[1 : i] and n2[1 : r] are the child sub- 1105

sequences from 1 to i and from 1 to r of n1 and n2. 1106

△(p− 1) is recursively computed using Eq.(17) 1107

step3:Sum all similarity values and normalize 1108

the sum to get the syntactic similarity(Moschitti, 1109

2006)(syntactic_sim) 1110
Overall text similarity:A linear method is 1111

adopted to fuse the hidden text topic approch and 1112
the text with semantic and syntactic information. 1113

sim(summary, article) = θ(φ ∗ semantic_sim
+(1− φ) ∗ syntactic_sim) + (1− θ) ∗ hiden_topic

(18) 1114

1115

Where θ is a tuning parameter. Since 1116

hiden_topic plays a subordinate role in text simi- 1117

larity, θ should be a value greater than 0.5. 1118

The overall flow of the HSS is as follows: 1119

step1:The preprocessing module tokenizes 1120

texts and removes stop words and prepositions 1121

step2:Topic generation from texts and mini- 1122

mize the reconstruct error E. 1123

step3:Topic mapping to summaries, and get the 1124

r(W,S) as the relevance between the text W and 1125

the summary S. 1126

step4:Obtaining the term set T1(article) and 1127

T2(summary) according to the text segmentation 1128

technique. 1129

step5:Judging the POS of each term 1130

and get T1{(term1,pos)...(termn,pos)} and 1131

T2{(term1,pos)...(termn,pos)}. 1132
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step6:Conceptualizing each term and get1133

T1{(term1,pos,concept)...(termn,pos,concept)}1134

and T2{(term1,pos,concept)...(termn,pos,concept)}.1135

step7:Constructing the semantic matrix S of the1136

two text, then using Eq.(15) to obtain the semantic1137

similarity semantic_sim.1138

step8:Constructing the CPT of each text based1139

on the term set obtained in step1. And then using1140

the rules defined in Eq.(16) to obtain the syntactic1141

similarity syntactic_sim.1142

step9:Using the rules defined in Eq.(18) to1143

obtain the overall text similarity. The higher1144

sim(article,summary) is, the better the summary1145

matches the article. We compare the score with1146

the threshold value, and filter out the records be-1147

low the threshold.1148

B Appendix1149
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Figure 1: An example of the NEWSFARM.
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Figure 2: Actual training effects on four generation baseline models using NEWSFARM.
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Figure 3: The scoring standards and samples of human evaluation metrics. Colored fonts indicate penalty points

Figure 4: An example on the out-of-domain data of Transformer model trained on NEWSFARM. The underlined
words are creative enhancing part.
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